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An innovative form of presentation
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Whether in presentations, video conferences or on 

websites: sharing visual content with colleagues, 

customers and partners is key to the world of work 

today. 

The Independent Monitor by BACHMANN provides 

a whole new level of flexibility when it comes to such 

teamwork: the battery pack means the monitor can 

be used wherever it is needed, irrespective of rigid 

infrastructure such as sockets, network connections 

or cabled devices. 

It is easy to operate and, thanks to a battery life of 

6 to 8 hours, can be used to present information 

wirelessly for an entire working day. 

The status display built into the battery pack lets you 

keep an eye on how long the Independent Monitor 

has left to run at all times. The batteries can be fully  

charged overnight, thus guaranteeing reliable, efficient  

operation during the day. 

A high-resolution display and integrated loudspeakers 

present audio and video content at a high quality.

The Independent Monitor:

An innovative form of presentation

Maximum functionality:  

Plug-and-play solution can be ope-

rated flexibly, easily and reliably by 

various users

Compatibility:  

Can be equipped with various technical 

components such as Wi-Fi presentation 

systems, digital signage players or 

mini PCs

Maximum mobility:  

Can be placed anywhere in the room 

thanks to its battery pack – no more 

annoying cables

Long battery life:  

6–8 hours of wireless presentations 

and/or digital signage

Electronic height adjustment:  

At the perfect height, whether sitting 

or standing
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The basic equipment necessary for using the Independent Monitor includes   

the battery pack, the media caddy and display. Further media equipment and 

accessories can be added to these.

Basic configuration  

for the system integrator

Ideal system configuration for different 

applications

Presentation and provision of information 

according to your wishes

Customized solution available on request   

(integrate your WIFI presentation system,  

Mini PC or Digital Signage Player)

Advice for your application fields
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The ideal equipment for companies, hotels or public institutions: the battery-operated 

monitor with a built-in Wi-Fi presentation system by BACHMANN enables you to 

show content in a flexible way wherever meetings, events or talks are held. Mobile 

and with no need for cables, the monitor is just as suitable for use in an open-plan 

office as in “huddle rooms”, conference spaces or canteens.

For the meeting room

The perfect tool for small conferences  

or meetings and presentations given  

as part of larger events

Audio and video signals  

transmitted wirelessly

Optional storage shelf for keyboard  

or Barco ClickShare dongles

Plug-and-play function for playing back and 

sharing presentation content (“presentations   

at the touch of a button”)
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Do you want to play back media content at various locations via a central  

control system? Just use the Independent Monitor as digital signage!  

By installing the monitor directly at the point of sale, you can share information  

with customers, interested parties or other partners in a smart and modern way.

For point of sale

Battery-operated monitor with digital   

signage player: the perfect tool for advertising 

campaigns and information sharing

Plug-and-play function (insert SD card – content 

plays back automatically on a loop)

Content played via an external server  

(“remote control function”)
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Overview of the  

configuration options

Do you want to configure your independent monitor to suit your requirements   

and use it in various situations?

BACHMANN offers many options to fulfil your wishes.

* Optional components

Further information and item numbers for the various application 

components can be found in our complete catalogue.

Configuration options

Application components
Basic configuration  

for the system integrator

For the 

meeting room

For the 

point of sale

Battery pack

Battery pack LI1000 • • •

Charger NOVA-150SR • • •

Media caddy

Black, similar to RAL 9005 • • •

White, similar to RAL 9010 • • •

Display

SWEDX SDS58K8-01 monitor • • •

Sony Bravia FW-49BZ35F monitor • • •

Media equipment*

Barco ClickShare CS-100 •

Bright Sign LS423 •

Accessories* 

Storage shelf | Black, similar to RAL9005 •

Storage shelf | White, similar to RAL9010 •

Barco Clickshare extra button •

Barco Clickshare tray •

Barco Clickshare bundle •

Bright Sign WiFi antenna •

Connecting cable for SWEDX SDS58K8-01 monitor • • •

Connecting cable for Barco ClickShare CS-100 •

Connecting cable for Sony Bravia FW-49BZ35F monitor • • •

HDMI 2.0 cable • •
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Technical details

Rollers enable it 

to be positioned 

anywhere

Electric height 

adjustment

Resolution: 

3840 x 2160 Pixel

For displays 

up to 58“
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More Details: 

Integrated loudspeakers | Battery life approx. 6–8 hours | Button at the side for adjusting the 

height of the system electronically | Handle for pulling and pushing the entire system along | 

 Suitable for standing and seated workstations

Replaceable 

battery

Storage 

shelf

Handles

Monitor box 

can be opened
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Flexibility for working together now and in the 

future

Buildings are getting smarter, and the call for flexible, 

comfortable infrastructures in buildings is getting 

louder and louder. Therefore, the future infrastructure 

for energy supply must be taken into account already 

during building planning. At the same time, the way 

in which teams work together has been transformed 

over the past few years. New ways of working have 

not only resulted in clean desk and desk-sharing con-

cepts, but also require more flexibly designed space 

for collaboration. Therefore, the modern working 

environment should not only be energy efficient, but 

also flexibly adaptable in the case of restructuring and 

relocations. Last, but by no means least, the modern 

work environment must stand out from the crowd 

by being easy to use and boasting an aesthetically 

pleasing design that fits in with the innovative interiors 

found in contemporary office spaces.

 

This is where Independent Systems by BACHMANN 

come in. Consisting of an Independent Workplace 

and Monitor, these solutions have a modern design 

and offer exactly the adaptability and modularity that 

are needed to make teamwork even more flexible and 

efficient.

 

Independent Systems by BACHMANN 

Witteveen Projectinrichting 
Ouderkerk a/d Amstel 
Tel: 020 - 496 5030 
info@witteveen.nl 

www.ergonomics.nl 
www.project-inrichting.nl


